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Introduction 

 

Welcome! to The Foolproof Synopsis and Query Letter Workshop 

 

First, thank you for joining me — I’m very excited to be offering a course through From the 

Heart Romance Writers. 

 

For this workshop we’ll change our “hats” from the dynamic flow of story creation to the nitty 

gritty development of effective promotional concepts. 

 

Over the next three weeks, we’ll concentrate on the marketing tools you need to develop in order 

to successfully write a synopsis and query letter. Marketing tools are also critical if you are 

thinking of taking the self-publishing route. Just saying… 

 

Of course, as with all tips and tricks on writing, these formulas and strategies come with a 

caveat. As any writer will tell you, it is your writing, your unique voice and storytelling ability 

that will ultimately sell your book. Make sure your story is the best it can be and then these 

promotional plans will be the icing on the cake that gets your book published. 

 

A Heads Up: You will notice that the material being shared with you this month comes with a 

copyright. Please respect that symbol. 

 

As participants you are permitted to use the material to develop marketing material for your 

WIP, but you are not permitted to share this material with others.  Thank you. 

 

Now let’s look at what’s going to be happening over the next few weeks: 

 

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the session, participants will be able to... 

  

 comprehend several Marketing principles related to Promotion, 

 evaluate the marketability of a story, 

 synthesize a story into a marketable concept, 

and write a synopsis and query letter   

 

Whew! As you can see, I have a busy schedule planned for all of us.  
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Class Schedule: 

 

The course will run from today through to November 23.  

 

Course materials will be presented every day Monday to Friday. 

 

For the purposes of this course, I’m assuming that everyone has either a completed manuscript 

they want to prepare for submission and/or a work-in-progress, from which they can draw 

information to complete the exercises. Because, yes, there is homework! 

 

Course materials will include:  

 

Lectures, charts—I love charts! And of course exercises based on the course material. 

 

In addition to posting the lectures and exercises here in the forum, I’ll be attaching them as a pdf 

to the message itself.  

 

Homework 

 

I have structured this course to be “hands on” hence the regular exercises. A fundamental 

principle of marketing is to “test” your product out in the marketplace. Look upon this class as a 

perfect control group opportunity and please, send in your “answers” to the exercises - feedback 

of this kind is invaluable.  

 

My Schedule: 

 

I’ll normally post course material in the mornings [EST]. While I may be on-line at other times 

during the day, I will definitely check (unless I tell you I can’t) my email at the end of the day for 

questions, comments and assignments. Even though the class material appears during the 

weekday, you are welcome to post your homework and questions during the weekend.  

 

Stay tuned — 
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